Ferrier and the Study of Auditory Cortex
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- David Ferrier was a British physician who studied the localization of function in the cerebral hemispheres during the latter half of the 19th century. Using stimulation and ablation techniques, Ferrier demonstrated that auditory cortex was located in the superior temporal gyrus of the monkey and that ablation of auditory cortex resulted in deafness. Although he was substantially correct, Ferrier’s location of auditory cortex was not accepted by his contemporaries, and his observations of cortical deafness were, until recently, discounted by modern researchers. Just why his findings were rejected is of interest to the study of cortical function.

(Arch Neurol 1987;44:218-221)

During the first half of the 19th century, it was commonly believed that there was no differentiation of function in the cerebral hemispheres but that each function could be conducted by any area. After 1860, however, various researchers began presenting evidence showing that sensory and motor functions were localized in specific areas of the cerebral cortex. One of the principal localizationists was a British physician, David Ferrier (Fig 1),1 who studied the organization of the cortex using stimulation and ablation techniques. Because the conclusions of Ferrier’s research were not always in agreement with those of his contemporaries, he became involved in controversy concerning the exact location of certain functions.2

A major controversy surrounding Ferrier’s work concerned his study of auditory cortex in primates, specifically, his placement of auditory cortex in the superior temporal gyrus and the claim that ablation of this gyrus resulted in deafness. Ferrier’s location of auditory cortex was rejected by his contemporaries, and his observations of deafness following superior temporal gyrus lesions have been discounted by modern researchers. Yet it was long ago established that Ferrier was correct in his location of auditory cortex, and it now appears that he was substantially correct in his observations of cortical deafness. Why, then, were his conclusions not accepted?

FERRIER’S WORK ON AUDITORY CORTEX

David Ferrier began his work on brain localization using the technique of electrical stimulation, which had been developed by Fritsch and Hitzig.3 This technique allowed him to infer the function of a particular cortical area by stimulating it and noting the animal’s movements. Ferrier’s initial work consisted of a series of stimulation studies on the brains of birds and mammals, and he improved on Fritsch and Hitzig’s3 technique by using faradic or alternating current instead of galvanic or direct-current stimulation.

Using the stimulation technique to map the cortex of monkeys, Ferrier4 placed auditory cortex in the upper two thirds of the “superior temporo-sphenoidal convolution”, i.e., the superior temporal gyrus (Fig 2). Ferrier found that stimulating this area resulted in the following: “pricking of the opposite ear, head and eyes turn to the opposite side, pupils dilate widely.” Yet how did Ferrier know that he was stimulating an auditory area and not a somatic or motor area? Ferrier said, “These phenomena resemble the sudden start and look of astonishment or surprise which are caused when a loud sound is made in the ear opposite the hemisphere which is being irritated.” In other words, electrical stimulation of the superior temporal gyrus produced the same startle reaction as sounding a “shriek whistle” close to an animal’s ear.
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Ferrier's placement of auditory cortex was remarkably correct given the relatively crude techniques available at that time. Recent studies have confirmed that auditory cortex is indeed located in the posterior two thirds of the superior temporal gyrus, although it is mostly buried in the depths of the sylvian fissure. However, Ferrier was aware of the fact that auditory cortex included the entire gyrus and not just the superficial portion.

Locating auditory cortex by means of electrical stimulation was only the first step. To complete the identification, it was necessary to remove auditory cortex by surgical means and observe the effect on hearing. It was here that Ferrier's difficulties began.

During Ferrier's time, it was commonly believed that the cortex was the seat of all sensation. This view arose from observations of clinical symptoms in human patients, especially those suffering blindness as the result of cortical injury. It was supported, in turn, by the results of visual cortex lesions in animals and generalized to other modalities as illustrated by Ferrier's statement, "For what is true of the...sight centre is true, *mutatis mutandis*, of the other sensory centres." Thus, Ferrier and his contemporaries expected ablation of auditory cortex to result in complete and permanent deafness.

Ferrier conducted two series of ablation studies with monkeys, the first of which was published in 1876. This series consisted of 25 monkeys with various cortical lesions, of which three monkeys had bilateral and two had unilateral lesions of the superior temporal gyrus. Ferrier tested these animals by carefully observing their response to sounds. He determined if they were "roused" by sounds, whether they turned their head and looked when called, or whether they would respond in any way when called by name. He gave these tests to monkeys with auditory lesions and those with nonauditory lesions. Although he lacked the conditioning techniques currently used to test animals, his tests were carefully conducted and he seemed well acquainted with each animal's preoperative responses to sound.

Ferrier made two discoveries about auditory cortex lesions. First, he found that bilateral ablation of the superior temporal gyrus, unlike ablation of other areas, had the immediate effect of rendering the animals unresponsive to sound. This was the result he was looking for, and it provided conclusive evidence that he had found auditory cortex. Second, Ferrier found that unilateral lesions of auditory cortex resulted in deafness in the contralateral ear—a phenomenon he demonstrated by plugging the ipsilateral ear with cotton and observing the animal's reactions to sound. Given the evidence of the ablation studies along with that of the stimulation studies, Ferrier concluded that auditory cortex was located in the posterior two thirds of the superior temporal gyrus.

One limitation of his study, however, was the fact that the animals were tested for only a few hours or days after surgery. This was because the surgeries were performed without aseptic precautions, and the animals either soon developed infections or were killed before infection could confound the results. As a result, Ferrier was unable to determine whether the animals would have recovered their hearing over time.

A few years later, Ferrier, in collaboration with Gerald Yeo, embarked on a second series of ablations, this time using aseptic procedures. Of the 33 cases in this series, only two were used to further examine the location of auditory cortex. The first animal, which came to be known as "monkey F," received bilateral lesions of the superior temporal gyri and was reported to be totally deaf 13 months after the surgery. The second animal received a bilateral lesion of the midtemporal gyrus, which had no noticeable effect on its hearing. With this study, Ferrier had replicated his earlier finding of cortical deafness and had demonstrated that auditory cortex was not located in the midtemporal gyrus.

Monkey F proved to be Ferrier's main case and was shown to a number of other researchers. He reported the following:

The animal was exhibited, six weeks after the operation, before a specially invited number of the physiologists attending the International Medical Congress in London in August 1881. While it was climbing about before the audience a percussion cap was suddenly exploded in its neighborhood without causing the slightest start or sign of perception—in marked contrast to the behavior of its hemiplegic companion exhibited at the same time.

As a result, Ferrier believed that he had conclusively shown that auditory cortex was located in the superior temporal gyrus.

THE CONTROVERSY

Ferrier's conclusions concerning the location of auditory cortex initially met little opposition. Other researchers had performed lesions of the temporal lobe in dogs and had also found auditory deficits. Although the deficits in dogs appeared to be somewhat transitory, Ferrier had previously noted the existence of species differences and had stated that dogs would not show the same degree of impairment as would monkeys and humans.

A few years later, however, physiologist Edward Schäfer began to perform ablation studies on monkeys. His first study, published with Victor...
ensued between the investigators, Ferrier denying that Brown and Schaefer's abla-
tions were complete, Schaefer that Fer-
rier's monkey was really deaf. In this
unsatisfactory condition the subject must
be left, although there seems no reason to
doubt that Brown and Schaefer's observa-
tion is the more important of the two.

In short, James concluded that
superior temporal gyrus lesions in
monkeys probably did not result in
defauness and, therefore, that the loca-
tion of auditory cortex in the monkey
had not yet been determined.

MODERN CONFIRMATION OF FERRIER'S
RESULTS

Little new information was ob-
tained about auditory cortex in the
period immediately following Ferrier
and Schaefer. However, beginning in
the 1930s, new techniques in neuro-
anatomy, electrophysiology, and be-
havior were developed, which led to a
rapid advance in knowledge of the
nervous system. With regard to Fer-
rier's first point concerning the loca-
tion of auditory cortex, the neuroan-
tomical and electrophysiologic studies
indicated that he was correct; auditory
cortex in the monkey is located in
the posterior two thirds of the superi-
or temporal gyrus. That most of it lies
buried in the sylvian fissure would
probably have come as no surprise to
Ferrier as he had argued with Schaf-
er that the entire gyrus had to be
removed to produce deafness.

If Ferrier was correct in locating
auditory cortex, then was he also cor-
correct in his observation of a hearing
loss following ablation of the superior
temporal gyrus? Until recently, the
answer to this question would have
been no.

During the 1930s and 1940s, the
effect of auditory cortex lesions on
the detection of sound was studied using
cats and dogs. Although some studies
found that bilateral lesions resulted in
substantial hearing losses, others
found little or no effect. However, the
failure to find a deficit following a
lesion has always been considered
more significant than reports of defi-
cits resulting from similar lesions.11

As a result, it came to be accepted
that auditory cortex ablation had no
significant effect on the detection of
sound.12 No further large-scale inves-
tigations were conducted on this
point, and by 1950 the issue was
considered closed.

There remained the possibility that
cortical lesions might produce a hear-
ing loss in humans, and occasional
reports of cortical deafness following
bilateral stroke continued to appear.13
However, these reports were not uni-
versally accepted because it could not
be definitely proved that the stroke
was the cause of the hearing loss, and
the results of the animal studies were
often cited as demonstrating that cor-
tical injury did not produce a hearing
loss.19

Recent evidence, however, has
reopened the issue of cortical deafness
in monkeys. In a study originally
designed to determine the effect of
superior temporal gyrus lesions on
auditory discrimination, it was found
that bilateral ablation resulted in a
profound hearing loss in Japanese
macaques.20 Specifically, the animals
were rendered totally deaf for a peri-
od of a few days to 13 weeks,
depending on the extent of the lesions.
Following this period, the animals' hear-
ing began to slowly recover, par-
ticularly for low-frequency sounds,
although they never completely regained normal levels. Indeed, large
hearing losses were noted as long as
one year after surgery.

To further explore this deficit, a
second study21 was conducted to deter-
mine if unilateral lesions produced a
hearing loss in the ear contralateral
to the lesions, as Ferrier4 had noted in
his first study. Testing each ear indi-
vidually with earphones both before
and after surgery, it was found that
unilateral lesions of the superior tem-
poral gyrus did indeed result in a
transient hearing loss in the contra-
lateral ear. This loss was milder than
that observed following bilateral
ablation, and hearing thresholds
recovered to normal or near-normal
levels after a few weeks.

Given these results, it now appears
that Ferrier was substantially correct
in his description of the effect of
superior temporal gyrus lesions. Fer-
rier's monkey F was probably prof-
dously, if not totally, deaf when it
was demonstrated at the Internation-
al Medical Congress six weeks after
surgery. The fact that it occasionally
showed signs of responding to
loud sounds indicates that it was
probably not completely deaf. Fur-
thermore, Ferrier's observations of a
contralateral hearing loss following
unilateral ablation were also accu-
rate. The fact that Ferrier tested his
unilateral cases immediately after
surgery made it easier to detect this
deficit, as monkeys recover rapidly
from this type of hearing loss.

The problem lies, then, not so much
in Ferrier's observations but in the
fact that everyone at that time was
expecting auditory lesions to result in
complete and permanent deafness. Although Ferrier's last article on the subject suggests that he might have settled for less than absolute deafness, his contemporaries would not have accepted it. Schäfer, in particular, was convinced that auditory cortex lesions would result in total deafness, and his animals, which tended to have smaller lesions, all displayed obvious signs of hearing. Thus, the prevailing view that the cortex was the seat of sensation prevented researchers from realizing that auditory cortex lesions could result in anything other than complete and permanent deafness.

As were our 19th-century predecessors, we also have been limited by our preconceptions. Once it had been decided that those studies that found no effect of cortical lesions on sound detection outweighed those claiming to find an effect, the possibility of a cortical hearing loss was never seriously reconsidered. Those researchers who noticed that monkeys were initially unable to discriminate between different sounds following cortical ablation tended to attribute it to other factors such as “postoperative amnesia.”22 Indeed, until recently, no modern study looked at the effect of cortical lesions on auditory thresholds in primates.

In his studies, Ferrier was mistaken neither in his location of auditory cortex nor in his description of the effects of ablating auditory cortex. Instead, the interpretation of his results was limited by the prevailing views on the role of the cortex. Such preconceptions are inevitable in any scientific inquiry.
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